
 
 

 

 

 

 



Peaceful protest against the demolition of villages in Romania 

 

(MTI)* Monday, from the early evening, a smaller group of young people, mainly students, 

on the vacant lot opposite the Embassy of the Romanian Socialist Republic in Budapest, is 

doing a peaceful sit-in, protesting against the planned demolition of villages in Romania, and 

for improving the relations between the Hungarian and the Romanian people. 

 

* 

 

Widens the eye of the policeman because of surprise, who is watching in front of the building, 

when approaching him, I ask where did the people doing the sit-in go from the Embassy. 

- People doing a sit-in? - He asked back disbelieving. 

I see that I won’t be able to get ahead with him, so I knock the door of the police car, parking 

in the side street. 

- Where did the people doing the sit-in go? – I ask from the people sitting in the car. 

- They were here in the morning, more than ten people, but then they left. – tells one of them 

laconically. 

- There you still find some – the other points toward Thököly road with his head – whom the 

shower could not drive away. 

I take his advice, departing towards Keleti**. Soon, in a small recess, devised on an empty 

site, a rather neglected small square, I find smaller and larger groups. The Hungarian and the 

Romanian flags stacked onto the wet trunks of trees, between them, there is a huge banner, on 

it a single hand painted word: PROTEST! The curios eye finds Hungarian language banners 

also: Viva the Hungarian-Romanian friendship! Save the villages! On the ground, in jars side 

by side, candles blink…  

On the rear window of a dark blue Lada, an appeal adorns. I got stuck in the circle of more 

and more interested people arriving: They read every lines of the text with affirmative 

murmurs: “From 22 August, we call everyone for a peaceful protest lasting for 14 days, in 

front of the building of the Romanian Embassy.” 

- What is your goal? – I ask a matted haired young man, on whom the clothes soaked in the 

afternoon rain still have not dried. 

- Facilitating to improve the spoiled Hungarian-Romanian relation, and having the execution 

of the Romanian settlement planning stopped. According to our opinion – that hereby we 

would like to emphasize – until the meaningful negotiations are established, the demolition of 

the villages should be stopped immediately! – I note his words, and meanwhile I get to know 

that they are determined to: for making their protest continuous, their groups change each 

other in 3-6 hours. 

The people wearing the Romanian national tricolor are not hard to recognize. Their group 

organized a 24 hour long protesting action from Monday 7 a.m. Though they were sent down 

from the Embassy by the policemen, they would like to express their sympathy with the 

suffering people of Romania, disregarding their nationality, via their peaceful protest and 

hunger strike – composes this way one of them, in Romanian. 

They translate the words of their leader, the young- looking Virgil Parvu, who is living in 

Hungary since 24 march, because – as he says – he just could not put up with it in his 

homeland. 

- This way we would like to appeal for the international public opinion about the disastrous 

situation experienced in Romania, and about that Romania doesn’t respect its obligations, 

undertaken in the Helsinki Convention – he replied to my question. 

- Why do you hold your protest today? 

- Because 23 August is the day of Romania’s liberation. 



- How many of you came here, in these bad circumstances? 

- We are at least fifty since the morning – he points around at the smaller coldly stirring 

groups talking on the square. All of them wears red-yellow-blue armband. – The others come 

after their working hours end. 

- How many signatures have you collected until late afternoon from the passers-by? 

- So far more than 1500. 

 

(k.b.) 
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